
Compassion Processes in CFT
How do therapists facilitate the cultivation 
of compassion processes in CFT?

Support them
Model them
Shape them
Train them



Layered Processes and Practices
In CFT, compassion comes about as a result of the interaction 
between various processes and experiences on the part of the 
patient:

Affiliative experiences with the therapist that model, demonstrate, 
desensitize, and acclimate the client to compassion.

Realizations about the human experience that foster compassion for self 
and others.

Mindful awareness of suffering and the ways that  minds work –
motives, emotions, thoughts, etc...

Purposeful cultivation and application of compassion.



Layered Processes and Practices

1 • Therapeutic Relationship

2 • Compassionate Understanding

3 • Mindful Awareness

4 • Compassion Practices/Working



Interacting Layers of CFT
At its best, the content and process components of 
CFT deepen and reinforce one another.

In this way, a course of CFT involves the client 
engaging in a deeply affiliative relationship with 
the therapist that fosters increasing awareness of 
their own suffering and compassionate 
realizations that increase the motivation and 
capacity for the purposeful cultivation of 
compassionate strengths.  



Weaving in the layers: the implicit and explicit practice of 
the CFT Therapist

Therapeutic Relationship/Compassionate Presence 

Secure attachment figure (secure base/safe haven)

Experience of Relational Safeness

Model of Compassion/compassionate self

Facilitating Compassionate Realizations

Guided discovery of evolutionary model, tricky brains, social shaping  (Does it makes 
sense that you would struggle with this?  Given that, what would be helpful?).

Facilitating understanding of how emotions/motives work



Helping our Clients Learn to Access Safeness



What does it mean to be compassionate?

• Compassionate Motivation and Presence - How we ARE in the world.
– Able to be moved by suffering; motivated to help
– Courageous – willing and able to approach suffering
– Responsive to changes in context – flexible; able to tolerate and work 

with distress
– Able to access safeness/soothing, help others feel safe

• Compassionate Wisdom - What we KNOW & How we 
UNDERSTAND.

– Compassionate realizations (our evolved nature, social shaping…)
– Understanding nature of suffering, human life.

• Compassionate Awareness - How we are AWARE 
– Kind curiosity - mindful, nonjudgmental awareness 
– sensitivity, flexible attention; empathic.

• Compassionate Capacities - What we DO (compassionate capacities 
we continually cultivate)



So how do we bring compassion to life in the 
therapy room (and in our own lives)?

• SUPPORT IT
– Facilitating safeness through the relationship (secure base, safe haven)
– Connecting with people and experiences that help us access safeness.
– Facilitating compassionate realizations

• MODEL IT  
– Cultivating our own compassionate selves, so that they see these 

capacities constantly in action…familiarity. 
– Surround ourselves/connect with those who model compassion.

• SHAPE IT
– Create opportunities for it to arise in clients (and us!), and point it out!
– Reinforce successive approximations – with genuineness.

• TRAIN IT
– Compassion Practices/CMT



Developing Ourselves as Therapists
• Relationship

– “How can I help provide my client an experience of relational 
safeness?

– “How can I better model compassion (courage, kind curiosity…)
• Compassionate Realizations

– “How can I help my clients connect with the “not my fault” 
realizations?”  (hint: don’t lecture!)

• Awareness
– “How can I help increase my clients’ awareness of the arising of 

emotions, motives, self-criticism…?”
– “How can I help them relate to these experiences as they are, with 

kind curiosity rather than harsh judgments?”
• Compassion Practices

– “Which practice do I want to bring into my repertoire?  What 
process do I want to target, and what practices would serve that?”
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